Influences of thyroid status and sympathoadrenal system on extrarenal potassium disposal.
Effects of hyper- and hypothyroidism on the ability of rats to transfer acute intravenous loads of potassium from the extracellular to the intracellular milieu (extrarenal potassium disposal, ERPD) were studied. We also examined the effects of the sympathoadrenal system on ERPD, as well as the manner in which it interacts with thyroid status. Experiments were performed in thyroidectomized (hypothyroid), sham-operated (euthyroid), or 3,5,3'-triiodo-L-thyronine-treated (thyrotoxic) rats. In anesthetized, acutely nephrectomized animals given a constant infusion of KCl over a 90-min period, ERPD was assessed as an inverse function of the increase in plasma potassium concentration. Some animals were subjected to chemical sympathectomy, adrenalectomy, the administration of adrenergic antagonists, or the infusion of adrenergic agonists. The effects of these treatments in various combinations on ERPD in animals of differing thyroid status were determined and the following conclusions could be drawn: 1) beta 2-adrenergic influences increase ERPD; 2) alpha 1- and alpha 2-adrenergic influences decrease ERPD; 3) these influences of the sympathoadrenal system on ERPD are qualitatively independent of thyroid status, and in all three thyroid states, beta-adrenergic enhancement predominates over alpha-adrenergic inhibition; 4) thyrotoxicosis increases and hypothyroidism decreases ERPD, and these effects are qualitatively independent of the presence of sympathoadrenal activity; 5) the intrinsic effect of thyroid hormone insufficiency and increased alpha-adrenergic tone and/or responsiveness together account for the decreased ERPD observed in hypothyroid animals; and 6) the intrinsic effect of thyroid hormone excess and increased beta-adrenergic tone and/or responsiveness, as well as decreased alpha-adrenergic tone and/or responsiveness, together account for the increased ERPD found in thyrotoxic animals.